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Ruby Exploration by Montepuez Ruby Mining

A Huge Business with Hardly any Linkages to 
Mozambique’s Development 

I. Introduction
Montepuez Ruby Mining Limited (MRM), incorporated as a limited liability partnership between 

Gemfields Mauritius Ltd and Mwiriti Ltd1, is authorized2 to mine rubies, aquamarines, grenadas and 

tourmalines for a period of 25 years.

The concession was authorized by the Government of Mozambique through the Ministry of Mineral 

Resources and Energy in 2011 (mining concessions nos. 4702C and 4703C) and later reissued in 2015 

for the amalgamation of the concessions (4703C), under Law 14/2002 of 26 June, and Laws 11 and 

13/2007 of June 27 and its regulations.

The MRM company has been announcing, at least twice a year, attractive revenues from the sale of 

rubies3, in auctions held outside the country, which average around 37.2 million dollars.

However, evidence has shown that the terms agreed for the exploitation of resources by MRM do not 

promote the enterprise’s contribution to the country’s development, and the tax contribution (tax on 

production) has been below potential.

In this context, this note intends to analyze the conditions under which MRM exploits mineral resources 

in Mozambique and the possible contribution of the enterprise to the fiscal accounts.

1 Bulletin of the Republic: IIIrd series – Number 38 from 23 September 2011.
2 Mining concession no. 4703C.
3 Sometimes the ruby is accompanied by corundum - a mineral based on aluminum oxide in crystalline form
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II.Terms and Conditions for Exploitation under Low Accountability
Montepuez Ruby Mining Limited (MRM) exploits mineral resources in the Montepuez district, 

Namanhumbire administrative post, located in the province of Cabo Delgado. MRM’s activities are 

carried out under a mining concession (No. 4703C). Concession 4703C was awarded by the Ministry of 

Mineral Resources and Energy (Ministério dos Recursos Minerais e Energia, MIREME) and the National 

Institute of Mines (Instituto Nacional de Minas, INAMI) in 2015 as a result of the amalgamation of the 

two previous concessions (4702C and 4703C), assigned to MRM in 2011 by the Ministry of Mineral 

Resources (Ministério dos Recursos Minerais, MIREM)4.

According to that concession, the rights for the use and occupation of the land were assigned to MRM 

for the exploration of mineral resources, identified under an exclusivity regime for 25 years (2011 to 

2036). However, in terms of obligations, the concession presents requirements that translate into low 

responsibility of the enterprise in relation to its contribution to local development and to the economy 

in general.

The document that gives MRM rights to explore mineral resources5 has the following main aspects:

Duties:

i) Presentation of a mining plan, environmental license and authorization of use and exploitation of 

land, in order to start activities;

ii) Carrying out activities in accordance with the mining plan and with annual programs submitted and 

approved;

iii) Maintenance of the level of production proposed in the mining plan and approved by MIREME;

iv) Permission to construct and use, in the mining area, conduits, gas pipelines, sewage, drainage, 

electric power lines, roads and public infrastructures, provided they do not interfere with mining activity.

Liability for loss and damage:

v) The holder of the mining concession who, due to the exercise of the mining rights, causes, in the 

areas covered by the respective concession, damage to crops, soils, constructions and improvements 

or induces the transfer of the users or occupants of the land of the respective area of occupation, 

incurs the obligation to compensate the owner of said goods and the resettled persons;

vi) The holder also incurs, jointly with the owner of the mine, the obligation to indemnify the mining 

operator or any subcontractors.

The above-mentioned duties do not address (based on the terms of the mining concession) the extent 

to which the undertaking will contribute to activities aimed at the development of the economy, both 

locally and nationally. The aspects that guarantee the contribution of the project to the development 

of the economy could be better exploited by signing a mining contract. That is because the mining 

contract can include mandatory clauses that would allow a channel through which the project 

would contribute to the development of the country, including through government participation in 
4 The concession was reissued with the purpose of amalgamating the initial concessions, nos. 4702C and 4703C into a single concession (4703C).
5  Mining Concession 4703C, extended by MIREME in 2015.
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the venture, as well as clauses on social responsibility. Law 20/2014 of August 18 on Mining and its 

respective regulations shows in detail the advantages of signing a mining contract (Box 1).

Requirements for Converting a Concession into a Mining Contract

Holders of the prospecting and exploitation license or mining concession may be granted the right to 

negotiate a mining contract with the Government or even be forced to negotiate and implement it6.

In order to implement the contract, it is necessary to take into account the crucial aspects highlighted in 

Paragraph 1 of Article 7 of the Mining Law (Decree 31/2015 of December 31), namely: (i) the dimension 

of the project; (ii) amount of the investment; and (iii) strategic minerals.

Dimension of the Project. MRM has a concession for the exploitation of approximately 36,000 hectares 

(340 square kilometers)7, considered one of the most extensive concessions in the world held by 

private companies8, with a potential to produce 40% of worldwide ruby production.

In terms of production, the mine has the potential for 8.4 million carats per year9, equivalent to revenues 

of more than 760 million US dollars10. This mine currently produces more than 50% of the world supply 

(according to a Gemfields video)11.

The concession area granted and the company’s annual average revenue are strong arguments 

for conversion of the concession into a mining contract.

In addition, the rubies mined in Montepuez cover the supply gap of Burmese rubies12 (considered 

the best rubies in the world), which gives MRM the opportunity to be one of the largest players in the 

global supply of rubies.

Amount of the Investment. In 2011, 7.4 million dollars were invested in fixed assets. In 2013, with 

improved production prospects, MRM increased its investment by 264.9%, corresponding to an 

investment of 27 million dollars.  To date, MRM claims to have invested 130 million dollars in the ruby 

project13. 

The growing trend in the volume of investment that has been made over the years reflects the positive 

outlook for production in the coming years.

Strategic Minerals. As described in the Regulations of the Mining Law, strategic minerals are those that, 

on account of their rarity, demand in the domestic and international market, as well as socioeconomic 

importance, influence national and international economic development.

Recent analyses show that global ruby demand has been growing14. The result of this growth in 

demand is reflected in the growing revenues raised by MRM since the start of the auctions.

6 https://www.plmj.com/xms/files/newsletters/2014/Outubro/Nova_Lei_da_Actividade_Mineira_em_Mocambique_.pdf
7 Private concessions in neighboring countries like Zambia and Tanzania are well below the area granted for the undertaking in Mozambique.
8 https://d2lm500aoik26w.cloudfront.net/gemfields/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/13100439/annual_report_and_financial_statements_2013.pdf
9 Gemfields. Annual Report and Financial Statements, 2015.
10 The amount was calculated taking into account the average price of the last auction held by MRM of 90.81 USD / carat.
11 www.gemfields.com (viewed on March 26, 2018).
12 http://furagems.com/uploads/Fura%20Corporate%20Presenation.pdf
13 https://gemfields.com/our-mines-assets/our-assets-in-detail/
14 www.proactiveinvestors.co.uk
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Box 1: Mining Concession and Mining Agreement

Mining Concession

Article 4 of the Mining Law 20/2014, defines that the title for mining is granted, among other instruments, through the 
mining concession.Z  The mining concession is conceded for a maximum term of 25 years, to the legal entity incorporated 
and registered in accordance with the Mozambican legislation and subject to technical and financial capacity.

According to paragraph 2 of Article 44, the Law establishes the following specific duties of the concession holder:

a) To carry out mining activities in accordance with the Law and regulations in force;

b) Respect local communities and contribute to the preservation of socio-cultural aspects of the community;

c) Demarcate and maintain limits of the mining area;

d) Start mining activities within a maximum period of 24 months;

e) Maintain the level of production defined in the mining plan and its subsequent modifications approved by the competent 
entity;

f) Maintain up-to-date information on activities and operations, including the sale or disposal of minerals extracted and 
processed;

g) Keep accounting books in order;

h) Submit periodic information and reports to the Government;

i) Allow the Government and educational institutions to carry out scientific studies;

j) Observe technical and health safety standards;

k) Comply with environmental management requirements;

l) Compensate land users for any damages resulting from mining operations;

m) Whenever necessary, commercialize the mining production in the country in order to promote industrial development;

n) List the company on the Mozambican stock exchange.

Mining contract

Article 8 of the Mining Law provides that the Government may enter into a mining contract with the holder of a mining 
prospecting and exploitation license.

Such a contract, in addition to other clauses, must contain the following:

a. State participation in the mining enterprise;

b. Inclusion of clauses on minimum local content;

c. Local employment and professional technical training plan;

d. Incentives for adding value of ores;

e. Actions on social responsibility;

f. Memorandum of understanding between government, business and the community;

g. Dispute resolution mechanisms; and

h. Inclusion of communities in the profits of the enterprise.

The clauses contained in a mining contract represent a clear advantage in relation to the mining concession, in the sense 
that it requires greater accountability of the companies in relation to the contribution to local and national development.

Article 8 further states that contracts must be published in the Bulletin of the Republic within 30 days of approval by the 
Administrative Court’s, notwithstanding its publication in newspapers and internet sites.

This last aspect serves as an instrument to promote transparency in the sector, thus enabling public scrutiny of the agreed 
terms.
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III. Organizational Structure and Challenges for the State to 
Obtaining Benefits
MRM is a joint venture between Gemfields Plc, based in Mauritius, which owns 75% of the consortium, 

and the Mozambican Company Mwiriti Ltd, which participates in the project with the remaining 25%.

In 2012, Gemfields added to its portfolio of projects the Montepuez Ruby Mining enterprise, known 

as the largest ruby concession in the world in the hands of private economic agents. MRM has a 

concession for the exploitation of approximately 33,600 hectares (340 square kilometers) of area, is 

considered one of the best rubies in terms of quality15 and is also considered the most significant 

recent discovery16 in terms of productivity.

Since September 2017, Pallinghurst17 (which has held about 47% of its shares to date) has acquired the 

remaining shares of Gemfields, becoming the sole foreign shareholder of the company18. This means 

that Pallinghurst currently holds 75% of MRM.

Following the acquisition of Gemfields, Pallinghurst decided to:

i) Expand gemstone production by MRM19

a. At this point, it is important to note that MRM, during the process of exploitation, makes use of a 

methodology called bulk sampling20. This methodology is generally used during the research phase, 

not for justifying an increase of production for commercial purposes.

According to a study carried out in 2015, called “Mozambique: The Ruby Discovery for the 21st 

Century”21, the phase of research using bulk sampling should have ended in 2016, which would have 

provided a clearer picture of production and productive lifespan potential of the mine. From the results 

of the research and information on the capacity of the deposit, the Government should have been 

able to sign a contract that would have been beneficial to the State.

(ii) Gemfields withdrawal (in July 2017) from the London Stock Exchange (LSE), where it was 

listed22. With the withdrawal of MRM’s largest shareholder from the stock exchange, the Mozambican 

government loses one of the channels through which it would have been possible to supervise / 

monitor the volume of resources that went to auctions and their respective sales values, since in the 

extractive sector the asymmetry of information regarding the volume of resources extracted and the 

sale value is recurrent.

Regarding Mwiriti, a company registered in 2005, the partners are the former governor of Cabo Delgado 

-- a former combatant and a General in the reserve -- Mozambican citizen Raimundo Domingos 

Pachinuapa (with 60%) and Iranian citizen Asghar Fakhraleali (40%).
15 http://www.idexonline.com/FullArticle?Id=40149
16 www.gemfields.com (accessed 26 March 2018).
17 Pallinghurst is an international natural resources company with mining interests in Mozambique, South Africa, Zambia and Ethiopia, whose largest 
shareholder, Christo Wiese, was recently involved in tax scandals in South Africa.
18  https://www.pallinghurst.com/successful-completion-of-the-compulsory-acquisition-of-gemfields/
19  https://colibri-client-resources.s3.amazonaws.com/pallinghurst/pallinghurst-resources/news-and-announcements/2017/20171207%20PRL%20
Press%20announcement%20-%20Final%20to%20Board.pdf
20 Bulk sampling – a minerals removal process to determine the actual potential of the mine. Usually used during the research phase.
21  https://www.gia.edu/gems-gemology/spring-2015-mozambique-ruby-discovery-21st-century
22  https://s3.amazonaws.com/colibri-client-resources/pallinghurst/pallinghurst-resources/gemfields-offer/20170519+Pallinghurst+JSE+announcement.
pdf
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Considering the shareholder structure of MRM, it is noteworthy that a large part of the profits (85%23) 

obtained by the exploitation of Montepuez rubies are repatriated to the countries of origin of the 

preponderant portion of the partners, and only 15% are probably retained in the country.

This fact calls for taking advantage of other ways for the country to benefit from the exploitation of 

rubies of Montepuez. Like through taxes, for example (discussed in the next chapter). 

 Figure 1: Shareholder Structure of MRM

Source: Prepared by the authors, 2018.

IV. Tax Contribution of MRM 

4.1. Revenue from MRM
Like the holders of other mining licenses, MRM is subject, among other fees, to the 10% Production 

Tax24 (which will be analyzed in this article), Corporate Income Tax (IRPC) of 32% and Value Added Tax 

(VAT) of 17%.

A large portion of these taxes are applied to the revenues of MRM. MRM’s revenues, in turn, come from 

23 The percentage (85%) of expatriate profits was calculated taking into account the 75% held by Gemfields plus the 40% held by the shareholder Asghar 

Fakhraleali of the remaining 25% of Montepuez Ruby Mining.

24 Laws no 11 and 13/2007 of 27 June, Tax legislation relating to mining activity and tax incentives for mining and oil areas.
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sales of rubies generated by the company through auctions. MRM holds two auctions per year25, at the 

end of each semester.

From the start of the operation in 2012 until end of 2017, MRM has held nine auctions, with the first 

taking place in June 2014 (Table 1)

The aforementioned auctions allowed the company to raise US$ 335.4 million thus far, of which 10%26 

is expected to be channeled to the Mozambican state, corresponding to the royalty tax.

Table 1: Auctions held by MRM

12-17 June 3 - 8 December 7 - 22 April 16 - 21 June 14 - 18 December 13 - 19 June 12 - 16 December 10 - 14June 06 - 09 November
Location Singapore Singapore Singapore Singapore Singapore Singapore Singapore Singapore Singapore

Quality
High, Medium and 

commercial 
High Commercial High High e Medium 

High, Medium 
and commercial 

High, Medium and 
commercial 

High, Medium 
and commercial 

High, Medium and 
commercial 

Carats Offered          2,030,000.00                85,491.00          4,030,000.00                  72,208.00                  92,136.00        1,601,145.00            1,372,145.00        1,048,687.00                   682,508.00   

Carats Sold          1,820,000.00                62,936.00          3,960,000.00                  47,451.00                  90,642.00        1,516,459.00            1,094,406.00            895,848.00                   605,229.00   

Total Sales 
Realized at 
Auction 33,500,000.00     43,300,000.00    15,900,000.00    29,300,000.00             28,800,000.00      44,300,000.00          30,500,000.00      54,800,000.00             55,000,000.00   

Average per 
Carat Sales Value 18.42                     688.60                 4.02                      617.42                   317.92                   29.21                  27.88                      61.13                  90.81                         

2014 2015 2016 2017

Source: Gemfields, 2017.

MRM annually invoices an average value of US$ 37.3 million, with an upward trend over the period. In 

2017 revenue reached US$ 109.8 million, the highest amount ever collected.

Graph 1. Revenues from Montepuez Ruby Mining (USD)

Source: MRM, 2018.

25  With the exception of 2015, when three actions were held in April, June and December, respectively.

26 As per Article 9 of Law no 11/2007 of 27 June. 
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As per Chart 2 above, the auction held in April 2015 stands out, which shows the lowest billing recorded 

during the period (US$ 15.9 million) and coincidentally the highest sales volume (3.9 million carats). 

The low turnover was the result of an excessively low selling price (US$ 4 /carat) compared to the 

average price at other auctions (US$ 29.2 to US$ 688.8/carat).

However, it should be noted that Mozambique does not have an efficient monitoring system 

that certifies the quality of the rubies extracted from the subsoil, so that it is at the mercy of the 

information provided by the company itself.

Another point that deserves attention is the fact that not all ruby auctioned is actually sold. From table 

1 above, it is possible to see that in each year there was a remainder, which averages some 102,000 

carats. Therefore, there is no transparency about the treatment of this balance of rubies following the 

auctions.

4.2. Royalty Tax
Royalty tax has been historically an important instrument in the taxation of the mining industry, since 

it legitimizes the fact that the resources are owned by the state 27 

The importance of the royalty tax also stems from the fact that it is net of the costs incurred by the 

company, thus becoming more certain relative to the other categories of taxes. 

According to data published in the reports by the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), 

the value of the royalty tax received by the Government was below what it should have received. For 

example, in 2014 the royalty tax payable to the government was US$ 7.6 million, but the Government 

said it received only US$ 3.8 million. Although in 2016 the amount received by the Government 

presented a smaller discrepancy, it was still below the predicted amount of close to 1 million dollars.

Graph 2. Revenue MR and Royalty Tax (USD)

Source: Reports and Financial Statements Gemfields and Reports by EITI Mozambique.

27 GONZÁLEZ, Patricia, 2004, ‘Distributing Mining Wealth through Royalties’, in Mining Royalties, Mining and Sustainable Development series.
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Therefore, the most reliable channel by which the State should raise revenues from the exploitation of 

rubies is subject to biases that do not allow these benefits to come fully into the coffers of the State.

Recommendations 
In order to ensure a greater contribution of the project to the development of the economy, it is 

recommended to convert the mining concession into a mining contract. The mining agreement could 

then include mandatory clauses that would be a channel through which the project could contribute 

to the development of the country, including government participation in the venture, as well as 

clauses regarding social responsibility.

Under a contractual regime, the company’s obligations would be negotiated individually and detailed 

in a contract. According to Article 7 of the Mining Law Regulation (Decree 31/2015), MRM has reached 

the requirements for conversion from a concession to a mining contract – with respect to the size of 

the project, value of the investment, and strategic nature of the minerals. Therefore, the Government 

should consider negotiating the contract that would bring the greatest benefits to the country.

There is a need to improve transparency and accountability in the management of the project, especially 

as regards revenues. Taxation in the mining sector requires that the quantity and quality of production, 

appropriate price, and production costs are correctly determined. It is incumbent upon the Ministry 

of Mining to become more involved in the regular inspection and regulation of this project, and it is 

further recommended that MRM (Pallinghurst) show greater transparency with regard to revenues 

obtained and the clarification of the revenue discrepancy reported in the table of the EITI report. 
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